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of the work upon which the msured's workmen may
have been engaged, in or on the premises concerned.
In connection with fire and explosion risks substantial limits
of indemnity are frequently sought, in view of the possible
catastrophe hazard should a fire, negligently caused, spread to
surrounding properties. (See Chapter VII.)
Third party insurances for building contractors at times relate
to one particular contract only, and the cover may run from,
say, six months to six years or even longer. A quotation is
usually requested at the " tender " stage, and wide protection is
needed, according to the type of contract. Often, too, the third
party insurance is dealt with in conjunction with a contrac-
tors' " all risks " enquiry. Where standard conditions of contract
are applicable they will often be those of the LMcch.E./LK.E.
Model Form or the R.I.B.A. Schedule of Conditions of Building
Contractors—see p. 96. If the work is to be carried out over-
seas, a wide variety of forms of contract may be concerned.
The underwriter will need to see the general conditions of
contract, the form of tender, possibly the bill of quantities, with
site, ground and elevation plans. The contract price and the
period of the contract, as well as the maintenance period, are
material considerations, A proposal form is rarely used, but a
special questionnaire may be issued, so that the insurers may
know whether the proposer is the principal contractor (and if
not, his name), whether other contractors arc working on the site,
whether the proposer will employ sub-contractors (with details)
with particulars of the proposer's own employees, what plant
and machinery will be used, and the extent to which explosives
will be employed.
The policy will be specially drafted to cover certain contrac-
tual liabilities, subject to the terras, exceptions and conditions
of the policy, fire and explosion risks, and possibly subsidence
and other particular hazards.
BULK PETROL STORAGE INSTALLATIONS
Such risks call for consideration in the light of a surveyor's
report which should have particular regard to the possible con-
sequences of the escape of petrol. Many such installations,
known as " ocean installations", are situated on the banks of
estuaries and rivers. Petrol may escape and reach the waterway
and in the event of any considerable quantity becoming ignited,
the subsequent claims, by reason of damage to vessels, may be
heavy. Cases have been known where, because of the escape
of petrol within the installation compound itself, the petrol has

